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BEST BET R6 09:19

Shall Not Black D

T: Darren Sultana
$1.05

The Hound Says: Continued his amazing run of
form on the Straight with a 17.48 victory last week.
He has now won 29 of his 31 starts this trip and is
the one to catch.

NEXT BEST R11 10:51

Rafter Black D

T: Richard Sharpe
$1.35

The Hound Says: Comes into this fresh after
winning four in a row over this trip with a fast
17.39 PB. Only needs even luck to continue the
winning run.

QUADDIE

Race 5: 1-3-8 
Race 6: 1 
Race 7: 6-2-8 
Race 8: 2-8-6 

$20 for 74.07

R1 LADBROKE IT! MASTERS M3 324m 08:01

Open Master's event to start the day. Lent
towards WORLD GONE MAD (3) good 2nd in a
harder race here last start and only needs to
repeat that effort to win. ZIPPING STRIKER (1) is
racing in good touch and looks the danger from
the inside alley. NOKOSI (8) has been placed in
three of his past four starts and has claims from
the wide draw.
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R2 BBQ BREAKFAST MAIDEN Maiden 324m 08:17

Tricky Maiden event and have gone with the
three debutants to battle this out. FEDERAL MEL
(2) is first up for the Dodd Kennel. She hails from
a strong producing dam line and is well drawn.
REEL 'EM COUSIN (5) is a well-bred youngster
who will get a nice run from the middle draw.
STYLISH EYES (8) will be well schooled for her
debut and can place.
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R3 DELTA RENT A CAR MAIDEN Maiden 324m 08:33

OUR GIRL LOLA (7) showed good early pace and
led for a long way when 3rd in 18.34 here last
week. Maps to lead this field and will prove hard
to reel in. TAKEN HEART (2) handy 3rd in 22.50 at
Gosford Tuesday and looks the danger. RAIDER
DONKEY (1) is a well-bred youngster who has
drawn well for her debut and has claims first up.
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R4 LADBROKES BLACKBOOK MAIDEN FINAL Bitches
Only F Maiden 324m 08:48

Good quality Maiden Final with the Girls on
show. Liked the way IRON LADY (1) won her heat
in 17.97 from box 3. She is well drawn on this
side of the track and maps to lead. DESPICABLE
NALA (6) did everything right from this draw
when a 17.93 heat winner and is the danger.
ZIPPING RASO (3) was a good 2nd in her heat and
has each way claims.
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R5 LADBROKES RACING CLUB MAIDEN FINAL Dogs
Only F Maiden 324m 09:03

Open Maiden Final for the Boys with runner's
qualifying last week. Lent towards NO MORE
GAMES (1) he finished a good 2nd in his heat
after finding trouble and will improve. DASHING
DE GOEY (3) can improve off his debut 2nd and
looks the danger. FUN KEY DUCK (8) led all the
way to win his heat and can feature with a repeat
of that form.
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R6 WICK RACING Free For All 324m 09:19

Impossible to go past SHALL NOT (1) he
continued his amazing form over this trip with a
17.48 victory last week and only needs even luck
to win. MIDNIGHT MACK (4) was a gallant 2nd
behind the Champ last week and looks the 2nd
pick again. MACONA EXPRESS (6) is a 9-time
winner on the Straight and has place claims from
the middle alley.
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R7 RACE SPONSORSHIPS AVAILABLE 4th Grade 324m 09:43

WHAT'S THY NAME (6) had been racing in great
form here on the Straight before taking a tumble
at Dapto last start. Not badly drawn on this side
of the track and only needs to be near his best to
win. HUNKER DOWN (2) resumed from a spell to
win in 18.12 last week and will improve. BEERS
AND BANTER (8) owns a 17.73 PB here and has
each way claims.
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R8 LADBROKES ODDS SURGE 5th Grade 324m 10:00

Open race to finish the Quaddie and have lent
towards WHISKEY DAWN (2) did everything right
on debut when a smart 23.03 winner here on the
Circle Sunday and maps to lead. CHINA SKY (8)
won well here in good time late March and is the
danger. MIGHTY LAD (6) is showing promise and
has each way claims from the tricky draw.
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R9 STEELINE RIVERSTONE 5th Grade 324m 10:18

Another open affair with multiple chances and
has lent towards BIG SHOT (7) comes off a good
3rd at Maitland last week and has won two of his
four starts this trip. KIWI DAWN (1) will get a nice
run from the inside draw and looks the danger.
VALTERI BOY (5) maps to lead this field from the
middle draw and has each way claims.
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R10 FLYING RICCIARDO AT STUD 5th Grade 324m 10:35

Very even 5th Grade field with most runners a
chance on their day. Gone with ROSACKY VENOM
(7) he has a good record on the Straight (17.63
PB) and is due for a change in luck. IBROX
BLUEBIRD (8) is a two-time winner this trip and
looks the main danger. TILLY THE FILLY (3) won
well here last week in 17.86 and is right in the
mix from the good draw.
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R11 LADBROKES BET TICKER 5th Grade 324m 10:51

Hard to go past RAFTER (3) on his recent form.
He made it four in a row with a 17.56 victory April
2. Comes into this fresh and maps to lead from
the good draw. EXPRESS PEARL (6) good 2nd here
last week in 17.77 and only needs to nail the start
to be in the finish. STADIUMS (8) is badly drawn
off the track but has the talent to be in the finish.
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R12GRNSW PUPPY AUCTION CATALOGUE OUT
NOW

5th
Grade 324m 11:10

Good quality 5th Grade event to finish the
morning. Sticking with CLASSIC MOVE (5) showed
pace when winning here last week in a similar
field and is the one to catch. BRILLIANT LIGHT (6)
has the talent to take this out and only needs to
nail the start. FULL PELT (8) is never far away over
this trip and has place claims from the wide
draw.
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